Memoranda

APPOINTMENTS

Faculty Appointments

In June President Hanna H. Gray appointed Frank Easterbrook Lee and Brena Freeman Professor of Law. An authority in the areas of corporations, securities law, and antitrust law, Mr. Easterbrook joined the faculty of the Law School in 1978. He was educated at Swarthmore College (B.A., 1970) and the Law School (J.D., 1973). Immediately before taking up his appointment to the Law School faculty, Mr. Easterbrook served as Deputy Solicitor General of the United States.

The Lee and Brena Freeman Professorship in Law was established in 1977 by Lee Freeman, Sr., a Chicago attorney, with matching funds from the Ford Foundation. The past holder of the professorship was Richard A. Posner, now a judge on the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. As the Law School Record went to press, President Reagan had nominated Mr. Easterbrook for an appellate judgeship in the Seventh Circuit.

Geoffrey R. Stone has been appointed the Harry Kalven, Jr. Professor of Law. An authority on constitutional law, especially First Amendment law, Mr. Stone joined the faculty in 1973. He graduated from the University of Pennsylvania (B.S., 1968) and the Law School (J.D., 1971) and clerked for Justice William J. Brennan, Jr. before beginning his teaching career.

The Harry Kalven, Jr. Professorship in Law was established in 1976 in honor of the late Harry Kalven, Jr. (J.D. '38), who was a member of the faculty from 1946 until his death in 1974. The Kalven Chair was made possible through the generosity of the Robert R. McCormick Charitable Trust established under the will of Col. Robert R. McCormick, editor and publisher of the Chicago Tribune from 1926 to 1955.

Phil C. Neal, the Harry A. Bigelow Professor of Law, became Professor Emeritus, effective January 1, 1984. Mr. Neal has become a partner in the Chicago law firm of Friedman and Koven where he was previously Of Counsel. Mr. Neal came to Chicago from Stanford in 1962 and served as dean of the Law School from 1963 to 1975. In recalling Mr. Neal's term as dean, Gerhard Casper wrote, "He was a superb dean who devoted all of his thought, care, time, and energy to the school, which greatly flourished during his deanship." Mr. Neal will continue to teach one course each year.

Albert W. Alschuler

Albert W. Alschuler has been appointed Professor of Law, effective July 1, 1985. An authority on criminal law and criminal procedure, Mr. Alschuler is presently on the law faculty of the University of Pennsylvania. He was educated at Harvard College (A.B., 1962) and at Harvard Law School (LL.B., magna cum laude, 1965), where he was case editor of the Harvard Law Review. After graduation he served as law clerk to Judge Walter V. Schafer of the Supreme Court of Illinois.

From 1966 to 1976 Mr. Alschuler was a professor of law at the University of Texas, and from 1976 to 1984 he was a professor of law at the University of Colorado. During his career he has also been a visiting professor at the University of Michigan and the University of California at Berkeley; a fellow at the University of Chicago Center for Studies in Criminal Justice; special assistant to the assistant attorney general in charge of the criminal division of the United States Department of Justice; director of the University of Texas Criminal Justice Project; visiting fellow at the National Institute of Justice; and visiting scholar at the American Bar Foundation.

Dennis Carlton has resigned his appointment as Professor of Economics in the Law School to accept an appointment as Professor in the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business. Mr. Carlton will continue to teach on a regular basis in the Law School and will also continue as one of the three editors of the Journal of Law and Economics.

Michael W. McConnell, a graduate of the University of Chicago Law School, has been appointed Assistant Professor of Law. Mr. McConnell received his B.A. with highest honors from Michigan State University in 1976 and his J.D. from the Law School in 1979. After law school he clerked first for Judge Skelly Wright of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and then for Justice William Brennan of the United States Supreme Court. Following his clerkship with Justice Brennan, Mr. McConnell was assistant general counsel of the Office of Management and Budget. He joined the Office of the Solicitor General in the summer of 1983. Although Mr. McConnell's appointment was effective July 1, 1984, he will be on leave of absence during the first year to continue in his present position with the Office of the Solicitor General.

Carol M. Rose, Professor of Law at Northwestern University, will be Visiting Professor at the Law School during the winter and spring quarters of 1985. She will be teaching first year courses in property. Ms. Rose attended Antioch College (B.A., 1962), the University of
Chicago (M.A., 1963), and Cornell University (Ph.D., 1969). She taught in the Department of History at Ohio State University from 1969 to 1973, and then entered the Law School. She graduated in 1977 (J.D., cum laude), having taken a leave of absence for one year to serve as associate director of the Southern Governmental Monitoring Project in Atlanta. She then served as law clerk to Judge Thomas Gee of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. In 1978 she joined the faculty of Stanford Law School, moving in 1980 to the Berkeley law faculty and in 1982 to Northwestern University Law School.

Steven Shavell, Professor of Law and Economics at Harvard Law School, has been appointed Visiting Professor of Economics and John M. Olin Visiting Fellow in Law and Economics for the 1984-85 academic year. A graduate of M.I.T., where he received his Ph.D. in 1973, Mr. Shavell taught at Boston College from 1973 to 1974 and at Harvard University from 1974 to 1980. In 1980 he was appointed Assistant Professor of Law and Economics at Harvard Law School, and he has been Professor of Law and Economics there since 1982. His courses at Harvard Law School include microeconomic theory, law and economics, and quantitative analysis for lawyers. His most recent publications have been in the areas of tort and accident law, contract law, and the economics of the litigation process. Mr. Shavell will teach a workshop in law and economics with Mr. Fischel and otherwise devote his time to research.

Peter G. Stein, Regius Professor of Civil Law at the University of Cambridge and Fellow of Queen's College, will visit the Law School in the spring quarter to teach a course in Roman law. One of the leading Romanists of his generation, Mr. Stein was educated at Liverpool College, Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, and the University of Pavia. From 1944 to 1947 he served in the Royal Navy. He was admitted a Solicitor in 1951, and from 1951 to 1952 was an Italian Government Scholar.

Mr. Stein began his teaching career at Nottingham University in 1952 and the following year joined the faculty of Aberdeen University. He became Professor of Jurisprudence in 1956 and served as dean of the faculty of law from 1961 to 1964. Since 1968 he has been on the faculty of the University of Cambridge. Mr. Stein has been a member of the Council of the Max Planck Institute for European Legal History in Frankfurt since 1966, a member of the Council of the International Association of Legal History since 1970, and was president of the Society of Public Teachers of Law in 1980 and 1981. He has written extensively in the field of Roman law and legal history.

William W. Van Alstyne, the William R. Perkins and Thomas C. Perkins Professor of Law at Duke University School of Law, has been appointed a Visiting Professor of Law for the fall quarter of 1984. Mr. Van Alstyne is a graduate of the University of Southern California (B.A. 1955) and Stanford Law School (J.D. 1958). After graduation he worked as deputy attorney general in the California Department of Justice and then as an attorney in the United States Department of Justice. He taught at Ohio State University from 1959 until 1965 when he joined the law faculty at Duke. He studied at the Hague Academy of International Law in 1961 and was a senior fellow at Yale in 1964 and 1965. He has long been active in civil rights matters. His publications have been primarily in the areas of constitutional and administrative law. Mr. Van Alstyne will teach Constitutional Law I and a seminar on federal practice of civil rights and civil liberties.

Bigelow Teaching Fellows

Each year six Bigelow Teaching Fellows and Lecturers are appointed to design and conduct the legal research and writing program for first-year students. The Fellows for 1983-84 are as follows:

Charlotte L. Bynum has been an associate with the New York law firm of Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood since 1981. She attended Louisiana Tech University, L'Université Catholique de L'Ouest in Angers, France, and the University of New Orleans and received her J.D. magna cum laude from Tulane University in 1979. While at Tulane, she served on the Moot Court Board and, in her last year, as a senior fellow teaching legal research and writing. After graduation, she clerked for Chief Judge Frederick J. R. Heebe of the United States District Court, Eastern District of Louisiana.

Jon L. R. Dalberg is a citizen of South Africa who attended the University of Natal where he received a B.A. in 1977, a B.A. (Hons.) in 1978, an M.A. in English literature in 1982, and an LL.B. in 1983. While at the University of Natal, Mr. Dalberg served as a tutor in the subjects of the history of South African law and international law and a part-time lecturer in the law of succession. In 1983 he was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to Yale Law School where he studied last year as a candidate for the LL.M. degree.

Peter M. Kent is a postgraduate student at Magdalen College, Oxford reading for the degree of Bachelor of Civil Law. A graduate of Baines Grammar School, Mr. Kent began his law studies at Oxford in 1979. He has long been interested in aviation and spent a short time in the Royal Air Force officer training program before taking up his postgraduate study.
Cecilia A. Roth is a graduate of the College of the University of Chicago (A.B. with Special Honors, 1976) and the University of Michigan Law School (J.D., 1983). Following her graduation from college, she worked for a year as staff associate on the South East Chicago Commission in Hyde Park, and in 1977-78 she was a paralegal in the Chicago law firm of Allegritti, Newitt, Witcoff & MacAndrews. In 1978 she joined the Peace Corps and served until 1980 in the Dominican Republic as a community organizer and health educator. Ms. Roth is currently participating as a student attorney in the University of Michigan Child Advocacy Law Clinic.

Paul L. Yanowitch received his J.D. in 1984 from the Washington University School of Law in St. Louis, where he was an honor scholar and editor-in-chief of the Washington University Law Quarterly. He did his undergraduate work at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, receiving a B.A. magna cum laude in 1979. From January to May of 1978 he was an intern to the United States Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution in Washington, D.C., and from June of 1978 to 1981 he served as staff assistant to the dean of students at the University of Massachusetts.

James J. Zeuhl is a 1980 graduate of the Law School who received his B.S. in 1969 from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and is currently working on his Ph.D. in Sociology at the University of Chicago. He taught in the Milwaukee public schools from 1970 to 1971 and served as a lecturer in the University of Chicago Master of Arts program in the Social Sciences Division during 1981 and 1982. From 1982 to 1984 he worked at Roosevelt University and the National Center for Educational Testing. Mr. Zeuhl has been associated with the Law School's Center for Studies in Criminal Justice as a research assistant for a number of years, and he has been field research director of the Robbery-Homicide Project since March of 1983. During the past academic year Mr. Zeuhl was a research fellow at the Center.

FACULTY NOTES

Douglas Baird, Professor of Law and Associate Dean, spoke to the American Bar Association Committee on Commercial Financial Services at the ABA convention held in Chicago in August. His topic was "Bankruptcy Abuse and Bankruptcy Reform."

Assistant Professor Mary Becker participated in a conference on the conceptual foundations of labor law held at the University in April. Her commentary on an article by Mayer Freed and Dan Polsby on "Comparable Worth in the Equal Pay Act" will appear in the fall 1984 issue of the University of Chicago Law Review.

In addition to his many other professional activities, Walter Blum, Wilson-Dickinson Professor of Law and the Committee on Public Policy Studies, is serving as chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Goals and Objectives of the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association—College Retirement Equities Fund.

Gerhard Casper, William B. Graham Professor of Law and Dean of the Law School, talked about the transnational role of foundations in the support of research at a symposium celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Fritz Thyssen Stiftung in Cologne on March 26, 1984. On March 24 he was the featured speaker at the annual meeting of the German-American Lawyers Association in Bonn, discussing "Lawyer Glut—Crisis or Opportunity?" In April Mr. Casper gave the 1983-84 Cutler Lecture at the College of William and Mary on "The Constitutional Organization of the Government." Mr. Casper was recently appointed a director of the Committee on the Constitutional System, a Washington-based group considering issues of governmental organization. The group is chaired by Lloyd N. Cutler, C. Douglas Dillon, and Senator Nancy L. Kassebaum.

David Currie, Harry N. Wyatt Professor of Law, participated in a panel on "Recent Supreme Court Decisions" at the forty-first annual judicial conference of the Fifth Judicial Circuit.

Frank Easterbrook, Lee and Brena Freeman Professor of Law, addressed the spring meeting of the American Bar Association Antitrust Section on the subject of "Vertical Arrangements and the Rule of Reason." He presented an analysis of the relation between antitrust and regulation at a conference on the use of government regulations for anti-competitive purposes sponsored by the Federal Trade Commission on March 29. In April Mr. Easterbrook delivered the inaugural Susman, Godfrey, and McGowan Centennial Litigation Lecture at the University of Texas Law School. His topic was "The Limits of Antitrust." He also spoke on the regulation of tender offers at the Major Issues Conference in June and presented a paper on legislative issues in antitrust remedies at a conference on antitrust sponsored by the Hoover Institution in August.

Richard Epstein, James Parker Hall Professor of Law, co-directed a conference on the conceptual foundations of labor law held at the University of Chicago in April. He presented a paper "In Defense of the Contract at Will" that will appear in the conference proceedings scheduled for publication in volume 52 of the University of Chicago Law Review. During the summer he gave two lectures at an interdisciplinary conference on the rule of law held at Snowbird, Utah. The first was on "Nineteenth Century Theories of Tort Law" and the
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In April Gidon Gottlieb, Leo Spitz Professor of International Law and Diplomacy, gave a paper on "The Teaching of International Law in Law Schools" at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law in Washington, D.C. He also addressed the American Association of Professors for Peace in the Middle East in a dialogue on "The Ongoing Search for Peace: The Camp David Process" with Ambassadors Ashraf Ghorbal of Egypt and Meir Rosene of Israel that was held in New York. In May Mr. Gottlieb gave a talk on "The Art of Diplomacy" before the University of Chicago Library Society.

Professor Richard Helmholz, Director of the Legal History Program, spoke at New York University Law School in May on the subject of the relationship between law and religious change in English history. In July he traveled to England where he spoke at the International Congress of Medieval Canon Law held in Cambridge and where he was elected vice-president of the Selden Society at its annual general meeting at Lincoln's Inn in London.

In June Associate Professor Dennis Hutchinson spoke at a conference on civil rights in the eighties, jointly sponsored by the University of Chicago and The Chicago Urban League. This fall he presented a paper on "Robert H. Jackson and the Substance of Style" at the annual meeting of the American Society for Legal History. He continues to edit the Supreme Court Review, which in April published its longest volume ever (642 text pages).

Spencer Kimball, Seymour Logan Professor of Law, is currently serving as a member of the Commission on College Retirement, funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Ford Foundation, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. The commission will study all aspects of retirement planning for faculty of colleges and universities and is expected to report its findings by the end of 1985.

In April Philip Kurland, Professor of Law and William R. Kenan, Jr. Distinguished Service Professor in the College, delivered the Law Memorial Lectures at the University of Mississippi and the Pope John XXIII Lecture at the Catholic University. He is currently serving as chairman of the American Bar Association/American Newspaper Publishers Association Joint Committee on the Bar and the Press, and has served in an advisory capacity on many committees concerned with celebrating the bicentennial of the Constitution.

John Langbein, Max Pam Professor of American and Foreign Law and Russell Baker Scholar, presented "A Critique of Adversary Civil Procedure from the Perspective of the Continental Nonadversarial Tradition" to the annual meeting of the American College of Trial Lawyers on March 6 in Maui, Hawaii. In May he spoke on comparative criminal procedure at the second international conference on the history of crime and criminal justice meeting in The Netherlands. He also addressed the students of the law faculty of the Rijksuniversiteit, Limburg on comparative legal history.

Norval Morris, Julius Kreeger Professor of Law and Criminology, gave the June commencement address and was awarded an LL.D. (Hon.) at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice at the City University of New York. In July he participated with other criminologists from Europe and America in a German-American workshop on basic problems in criminal theory at the Max Planck Institute in Freiburg, West Germany. He then traveled to Aspen, Colorado to join with Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun in co-moderating the justice and society seminar held in August.


Professor Brian Simpson edited A Biographical Dictionary of the Common Law, published by Butterworths in 1984, that includes contributions by Professors Gareth Jones, Dennis Hutchinson, and John Langbein, and by Jay Cohen (J.D. '80). The June 1984 Journal of Legal Studies contained his article on "Legal Liability for Bursting Reservoirs: The Historical Context of Rylands v. Fletcher." Mr. Simpson's research for this paper included a visit to the celebrated reservoir, which burst in 1860 and gave rise to the litigation. It is still leaking.
As a member of the board of directors of the International Association of Law Libraries, Adolf Sprudts, Foreign Law Librarian and Lecturer in Legal Bibliography, participated in the twenty-fifth anniversary conference of the IALL on “Courts, Law Libraries and Legal Information in a Changing Society.” The conference was held in Freiburg, West Germany in July.

Among Mr. Sprudts’ recent treaty research publications, which he co-authored with Professor Igor I. Kavass of Vanderbilt University, is the two-part Guide to the United States Treaties in Force, published in 1983-84 by William S. Hein & Co. The guide provides improved access to information on current U.S. treaty obligations and makes information on multilateral treaties available for the first time chronologically by date and country.

In February Geoffrey Stone, Harry Kalven, Jr. Professor of Law, participated in a University of Chicago Roundtable discussion on “Politics and the Media.” During the spring he spoke on “School Prayer and the Constitution” at the sesquicentennial anniversary celebration of the Dickinson School of Law; he delivered a paper on “FBI Domestic Security Investigations and the First Amendment” at a conference on the Reagan Administration and the First Amendment held at the University of Michigan; he was commentator for a panel on “Standards of Surveillance” at a conference on national security and the First Amendment at the University of Chicago; and he addressed the American Jewish Congress on “The Burger Court and the Religion Clauses; Amending the First Amendment.”

Mr. Stone delivered the address at the 383rd Convocation of the University of Chicago, a speech entitled “Celebrating Brown” that discussed Brown v. Board of Education on the occasion of the case’s thirtieth anniversary. In June he also moderated a panel on “The Law of Brown” in a conference entitled “Civil Rights in the Eighties: A Thirty Year Perspective,” sponsored by the Chicago Urban League.

Assistant Professor Cass Sunstein, submitted a statement in March to the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. Senate in opposition to a proposed constitutional amendment restoring the legislative veto. He spoke on constitutional interpretation before the Midwest Faculty Seminar, and also presented a paper to the language, law, and society workshop at the University of Chicago, entitled “Naked Preferences and the Constitution.” The paper, to be published in the Columbia Law Review this fall, attempts to show how numerous constitutional provisions forbid political decisions based purely on political power. In April Mr. Sunstein spoke at the annual Bill of Rights conference at William and Mary College of Law on defamation and the First Amendment. He also participated in a conference on labor law held at the University of Chicago. In May he spoke on “The First Amendment and Judicial Review of National Security Matters” at a conference at the Law School, and he testified before the Rules Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives on “New Directions in Regulatory Reform.” Mr. Sunstein participated in a conference organized by the National Urban League and various departments of the University of Chicago in honor of the thirtieth anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education where he spoke on the legislative reaction to the case. Mr. Sunstein has been named vice-chairman of the American Bar Association Committee on the Separation of Powers.

Mark Weber, Staff Attorney and Clinical Fellow at the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic, gave a presentation in February to the Child Psychiatry Group of the Pritzker Medical School at the University of Chicago on the rights of handicapped children to receive special education services under the federal Education of the Handicapped Act. In March, Mr. Weber spoke before the Legal Advocacy Service of the Illinois Guardianship and Advocacy Commission on the Topic of “Enforcing Title I of the Rehabilitation Act.”

LAW SCHOOL NEWS

Dam’s Book Receives Award

Kenneth W. Dam’s book The Rules of the Game: Reform and Evolution in the International Monetary System (University of Chicago Press, 1982) was chosen by the American Society of International Law to receive a certificate of merit for its preeminent contribution to creative scholarship. Mr. Dam is the Harold J. and Marion F. Green Professor in International Legal Studies, currently on leave of absence to serve as Deputy Secretary of State.

Alumnus Named New Zealand Deputy Prime Minister

On July 24, Geoffrey Palmer (J.D. ’67) was appointed to a number of posts in the cabinet of David Lange, New Zealand’s newly-elected prime minister. Mr. Palmer was named deputy prime minister, minister of justice, attorney general, and minister in charge of the legislative department and the government printing office, as well as leader of the House of Representatives.

Mr. Palmer attended the Law School as a British Commonwealth Fellow in 1966 and 1967. He taught at the University of Iowa College of Law from 1969 to 1972 with special interest in the areas of civil liberties and tort law. Before the recent election that brought Mr. Lange to power, Mr. Palmer was deputy leader of the Opposition.
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Langbein Wins Honors

John Langbein, the Max Pam Professor of American and Foreign Law and Russell Baker Scholar, was elected to the International Academy of Comparative Law in May. During the spring he was also appointed by Illinois Governor James Thompson as one of the Illinois Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. This appointment makes him a member of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. In announcing the appointment to faculty, students, and staff of the Law School, Dean Casper wrote, "Mr. Langbein brings to the National Conference his expertise in fields of major and recurring importance to the activities of the Commissioners, as well as far-reaching acquaintance with foreign legal systems of common law and civil law origins." The Law School has been represented on the Conference since its early days. Ernst Freund drafted the first Workman’s Compensation Act. He was succeeded by George Bogert, Karl Llewellyn, Soia Mentschikoff, and Allison Dunham, who was executive director of the National Conference from 1962–69.

In June Mr. Langbein was awarded the D. Francis Bustin Prize for 1984 for his study of the Ryder Sources. This prize was made possible by the D. Francis Bustin Educational Fund for the Law School and is awarded as an honor in recognition of scholarly and scientific contributions to the improvement of the processes of our government by faculty and students of the Law School.

First Amendment Conference At Law School

The Chicago Law Foundation and the National Lawyers Guild jointly sponsored a conference on First Amendment rights and national security held at the Law School on April 28. Participants considered such issues as the extent to which government restricts public and press rights to free speech and whether this limitation is necessary for national security.

Among the speakers were Morton Halperin, director of the Center for National Security Studies, Floyd Abrams, attorney for the New York Times, Mary Lawton of the Council for Intelligence Policy at the Department of Justice, Murry Baron, president of Accuracy in Media, and William Schapp (J.D. '64), director of Covert Action Publications. Professors Frank Easterbrook, Cass Sunstein, and Geoffrey Stone served as moderators and commentators on the program.

Funding for the conference came in part from a grant made by the Shaw Foundation. During the past year the foundation also made funds available for admissions events.

Clinic Praised in Finnish Law Journal

Maarit Jänterä-Jareborg, who visited the Law School during the winter and spring quarters of 1983, recently published an article in a Finnish legal journal discussing the work of the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic. Entitled "Clinical Work: An Essential Part of American Legal Education," the article describes the cases, the students, their supervision, and the overall principles and operations of the clinic.

Ms. Jänterä-Jareborg reported that "the students use approximately 450 hours each for the work at the clinic per year. In light of the extremely tough reputation of top U.S. law schools, one cannot help smiling at the comment by Gary Palm, the clinic's director, that the students have too much free time."

Casper Offered Research Prize

The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation of Bonn, Germany has awarded a Research Prize to Dean Gerhard Casper. The prize money is intended to enable the recipient to spend one year in the Federal Republic without any strings attached. The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation is a publicly supported but autonomous German institution for the support of foreign scholars. Dean Casper is very skeptical as to whether his decanal duties will allow him to accept the award.
College Teaching Award to Hutchinson

Associate Professor Dennis Hutchinson, who also teaches in the New College Division of the University, was chosen as a recipient of the 1984 Llewellyn John and Harriet Manchester Quantrell Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching. The award, which was established in 1938, is believed to be the nation's oldest prize for college teaching. Mr. Hutchinson was nominated for the honor on the basis of recommendations received from students in his undergraduate courses on the First Amendment, which he taught for the first time last year, and on the Fourteenth Amendment, the Equal Protection Clause, and legal reasoning. A constitutional law expert who received master's degrees from Oxford University and the University of Texas at Austin, Mr. Hutchinson is currently working on a biography of Justice Robert H. Jackson with Professor Philip Kurland. He is also an editor of the Supreme Court Review.

STUDENT NOTES

Law Review Examines Labor Law

The University of Chicago Law Review will begin the 1984–85 academic year with a symposium in the fall issue that re-examines the theoretical foundations of labor law. Participants in the symposium include Judge Richard Posner and Professors Richard Epstein, Cass Sunstein, and Mary Becker from the Law School as well as Charles Fried of Harvard, Mayer Freed and Daniel Polsby of Northwestern, Charles Rowley of George Mason University, and Jennifer Robak of Yale.

The managing board for volume 52 of the Law Review is: Thomas Daggcr, editor-in-chief; Nelson Lund, executive editor; Adam Emmerich, topics and comments editor; Steve Tomasheski, articles editor; Mary Ellen Kazimer, managing editor and book review editor; and Paula Bagger, William Engles, Elizabeth Gorman, Scott Jacobs, and Robert Rasmussen, comment editors.

Hornick Wins Award for Law School Follies

Third-year student Joshua Hornick was named one of the winners of the University's Morton-Murphy Award for outstanding contributions to extracurricular life for his work on the Law School musical review Lawyers in Love, which was presented during the winter quarter of 1984. Mr. Hornick collaborated on the book for the musical and wrote all the music as well as serving as producer and musical director.

Moot Court

The winners of the 1983–84 Hinton Moot Court Competition were Colette Holt '84 and Alfred Schubkegal, Jr. '85. In addition, the Karl Llewellyn Memorial Cup for excellence in brief writing and oral argument was awarded to Sharon Epstein '85 and Andrew Heaton '85. The final round of the competition, which was held in May, was judged by a panel consisting of the Honorable Carl McGowan, Senior Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; the Honorable Harry T. Edwards of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; and the Honorable Arlin M. Adams of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

Honors and Awards

The following members of the class of 1984 were inducted into the Order of the Coif: Ethan Cohen, John Cooke, Jr., John Coverdale, James Duncan, John Ettelson, Benjamin Fine, Stephen Gilles, Grant Goodman, Kevin Hochberg, Stephen Keen, Michael Knoll, Larry Kramer, Dorothy Langan, Richard Levy, Gerald Mitchell, Clark Siegel, and Lawrence Wieman. In addition to these graduates, the following students received their degrees with honors: Thomas Ahearn, Willis Buck, Jr., Ethan Cohen, John Cooke, Jr., Michael Corrado, John Coverdale, James Duncan, John Ettelson, Benjamin Fine, Janet Fisher, Stephen Gilles, Grant Goodman, Suzanne Greene, Kevin Hochberg, Stephen Keen, Ellen Kelly, Douglas King, Michael Knoll, Dorothy Langan, Richard Levy, Matthew Lewis, Scott Lewis, Marc Miller, Gerald Mitchell, Peter Nager, Helene Serota, Clark Siegel, Roy Underhill, Barry Van Dyke, Lorraine White, Lawrence Wieman.

Denise Harvey '84 received the Ann Barber Outstanding Service Award for the third-year student who made a particularly helpful contribution to the quality of life at the Law School. The Joseph Henry Beale Prize for outstanding work in the first-year legal research and writing program was awarded to the following members of the class of 1986: Carl Mayer, Kevin O'Brien, Joshua Pinkus, Mark Recktenwald, Todd Wallace, and John Williams. Vincent Hillery '84 received the Edwin F. Mandel Award, which goes to the graduate who has contributed most to the Law School's clinical education program. The Hyman S. Spector Award for outstanding scholarship in the field of civil liberties was awarded to Stephen Gilles '84; the George Gleason Bogert Trust Prize made to the student with the best academic performance in the course in which trusts is taught was awarded to James Duncan '84, and the Casper Platt Award for the outstanding paper written by a student in the Law School was made to Suzanne Greene '84.
Clerkships

Thirty-six Law School graduates have clerkships for 1984-85. Their names and the judges for whom they are clerking are as follows:

United States Supreme Court
Charles Curtis '82 (Justice William Brennan, Jr.)
Michael Herz '82 (Justice Byron White)
Richard Kapnick '82 (Justice John Stevens)
Michael Lazerwitz '83 (Chief Justice Warren Burger)
Lynda Simpson '82 (Justice Lewis Powell, Jr.)

United States Courts of Appeals
Karen Canon '84 (Judge Daniel Friedman, D.C. Cir.)
John Cooke '84 (Judge Jesse Eschbach, 7th Cir.)
Michael Corrado '84 (Judge Richard Cudahy, 7th Cir.)
John Coverdale '84 (Judge Antonin Scalia, D.C. Cir.)

United States District Courts
Thomas Ahern '84 (Judge John Singleton, S.D. Tex.)
Willis Buck, Jr. '84 (Judge Milton Shadur, N.D. Ill.)
Laurie Feldman '84 (Judge Paul Plunkett, N.D. Ill.)
Kevin Hochberg '84 (Judge Susan Getzendanner, N.D. Ill.)
Jeanne Hoenicke '84 (Judge Herbert Stern, N.J.)
Eileen Kamerick '84 (Judge Barrington Parker, D.C.)
Matthew Lewis '84 (Judge Bernard Decker, N.D. Ill.)
Jeffrey Steen '84 (Judge Bernard Decker, N.D. Ill.)
Roy Underhill '84 (Judge William Hart, N.D. Ill.)
Lorraine White '84 (Judge W. Arthur Garrity, Jr., Mass.)

State Supreme Courts
Suzanne Greene '84 (Judge Seymour Simon, Ill.)
Kenneth Krasty '84 (Judge Charles Levin, Mich.)